
INTERNSHIP  PROPOSAL

Laboratory name: Laboratoire de Physique des Solides
CNRS  identification code: UMR 8502
Internship director’surname: Guillaume TRESSET/Jérôme MATHÉ (Université Evry)
e-mail: guillaume.tresset@  universite-paris-saclay  .fr  Phone number: 01 69 15 53 60
Web page: www.equipes.lps.u-psud.fr/sobio/
Internship location: Université Paris-Saclay, rue Nicolas Appert, Bâtiment 510, 91400Orsay
Thesis possibility after internship:        YES
Funding: NO                                If  YES, which type of funding: Doctoral school EDPIFMobility of fluorescently-labeled icosahedral viruses into nanofluidic channelsHalf of viruses on Earth display the icosahedral symmetry. The simplest icosahedral virusesconsist  only of  a  protective  capsid made up of  multiple  copies  of  a  same protein  andencasing the genome in the form of  DNA or RNA (Fig. 1a).  In some cases,  infectiousvirions can be assembled in vitro from purified capsid proteins and genome RNA throughcomplex self-assembly processes. Our long-term goal is to unveil these processes at highresolution and single molecule quantification, and to devise reliable physical models.The objective of the internship will be first to investigate the mobility of icosahedral virusestraveling through nanofluidic channels (Fig. 1b). The channels will be fabricated in glasswith cleanroom facilities. Plant icosahedral viruses, grown and purified in-house, will befluorescently labeled and observed under optical microscopy inside the nanofluidic channels.The  student  will  measure  the  fluorescence  intensity  distributions  on  reassembled  viralcapsids in order to estimate the free energy difference between different states, and willinvestigate kinetic versus thermodynamic effects in the assembly pathways. The internshipmay lead to a PhD project: resistive pulse sensing will be implemented and coupled to theoptical detection for highly sensitive measurements on self-assembling viruses with  singlemolecule quantification. Statistical distributions will be confronted to theoretical models forrefinement. The student must have a background in soft matter or biological physics.

To learn more:M. Chevreuil et al., Nat. Commun. 9 (2018) 3071 (doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-05426-8)G. Tresset et al., Reflets de la Physique 52 (2017) 22-26 (doi.org/10.1051/refdp/201752022)
Figure 1. a, A simple icosahedral virus consisting of capsid proteinsand RNA genome (orange coil).  b, Glass nanofluidic channel for theoptical detection of fluorescently-labeled viruses.
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